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WIND—TUNNEL RESEARCH COMPARING LATERAL CONTROL DEVICES,
I PARTICULARLY AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK
IV-FLOATING TIP AILERONS ON RECTANGULAR ‘WINGS
By FRED E. ~EICK andTHOMASA. HMUW
SUMMARY
Thc13report is thefourth of a series on sy8t&ic tw%
conducted by the iVa#iOnuJAo%oy Committe4 for
Aeronuutti, which compare Zu.teralcontrol devices &h
partidur referem to their e~ectwewm at high angla
of attack. 5!%%pre$ent report co%er8teds with$oaiing
tip ailerons on rectangular C?lurkY wing8. Aikww of
two prom were te.sted-qmmdric.al and Clark Y, boih
m“thadjuatabbtrading-edgeJikp8. Eachform was tasted
at threehinge-axis kxdione, bothwiih and withmdvertical
endptics betweenthe ail.eww and thewing proper. The
re.ndt.sfrom th+?e test8 are compared with the redt.s
from tests on a wing of tti same over-all tise equipped
with average-sisedordinary ailemw.
AU the wing-tip fiating aikrons tested had abowithe
.sama characteristics throughmd ezcept for their e~ed
on th4 gm.eral performance of the wing. The general
performance was fownd to be d#ini.tely poorer for all of
the rectan#ulur wir478with $oating tip aikrom than
with a wing huving the game over-al.!dimewiom and
ordinary ai..hrons. At tlw8taL?andjwt above,ih roliing
CU7LircdUW8k?48 than an amumed 8ati8faetory va.he, but
tom appreciably betterthan with tlw 8tandardwing with
ordinary ailerons. At angb of dtack above %2° tlw
control wiih the wing-tip aileronawasfound to be greaier
than ih amumed8di$factq va.hu,whm?a.sthaordinary
ailerons on the w’anulzrdwing failed almost completely.
% whg8 withjloa.ting tip ai.l%romgaae no apprtiia.ble
adverse yawing nunnen% (body axis), bwi gave brge
favorabb ones at high angles of attack. Tlw instability
in roL?ingm not as bad as for th wing with ordinury
ail+?mns.
INTRODUCTION
This report dcscribea the fourth of a systematic
series of invcdigations in which it is hoped to oompare
all types of lateral control devices which have been
satisfactorily used or which show reasonable promise
of being effective. L1 this seric9 of investigations it is
planned first to test the various types of ailerons and
other control dem”ceaon rectangular wings of aspect
ratio 6. Later the best of these control devices are
to be tested on wings with various amounts of taper
and with different tip shapes. Still later tie best
control devices are to be tested on wings designed to
improve Iated stabfity by giving them such features
as washout, dihedral, and sweepback. In the entire
series of investigations the various devices are to be
subjected to the same program of wind-tunnel t~ts
which, it is thought, include all factors directly con-
nected with lateral control and stability that can be
satisfactorily handled in a routine manner in rLwind
tunnel. The tkts iqclude regular 6-component force
tests with the ailerons or other control devices both
neutral and defleoted various amounts; rotation teats
in which the model is rotated about the tuunel, or
wind, axis and the rolling moment measured; and free-
rotation ~ts showing the range and rate of autorota-
tion. Because of the large effect of yaw on the lateral
stability, the teats are made not only at 0° yaw, but
also with an angle of yaw of 20°, which represents the
conditions in an average sideslip. The tests show the
relative merit of the various control devices in regard
to lateral controllability, lateral stability, and general .
performance as shown by the lift and drag
charactaristies.
The first report of this series (reference 1) deals with
three sizes of ordinary ailerons. One of these is a
medium-sized one taken from the average of a number
of conventional airplanes and is used as the standard
of comparison throughout the entire investigation.
Other work that has been done in this series of inves-
tigations is reportad in references 2 and 3.
The preseht report covers a similar, but preliminary-i
invc3tigation on wings with floating wing-tip ailerom.
A limited amount of work haa been done previously
on wings with floating ailerons (references 4 to 7), but
the resuha are not suflicientiy correlated and complete
to cover all the main factors involved. The “wings
used in the present tests were rectangular in plan and
the area of the ailerons was imdudcd as a part of the
~g ~ea+ The tests were made with ailerons having
two different airfoil seetions, both forms being equipped
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with three dithrent axis locations, both with and with-
out two types of end plates. Subsequent tests will
be made with nmrow chord and tapered float@ wing-
tip ailerons.
APPARATUSAND MODELS
Wmd tunnel.-The 7 by 10 foot wind tunnel of the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, which
is being used for the entire investigation, has an open
jet and a single, closed return passage. The tunnel,
the balance, and the associated apparatus are de-
scribed in detail in reference 8.
For the force tests the model is mounted on a spindle
attached to a floating framework surrounding the teat
section of the air stream. The balances are arranged
to measure the six components of the aerodynamic
forces and moments with respect to the wind axes.
The floating angles of the ailerons are measured by an
optical device mounted-outside the air stream.
For free-automtation and forced-rotation tests the
model is mounted on a shaft on the jet center line.
This shaft is driven through reduction gears by a
small electric motor. The spindle and driving appa-
ratus are mounted on the bakmce floating framework.
In the free-autorotation tests the rate of rotation is
determined and in the forced-rotation tests the ro~g
moment, while the model is rolling, is measured directly
on the regular rolling-moment balance.
Models,—The wing models used were 10-inch chord
Clark Y wings of aspect ratio 6. @’ig. 1.) Floating
tip ailerons of 6-inch span were included as part of the
wing. They were designed to give about the same
rolling control at an angle of attack of 10° as the plain
standard ailerons. (Reference 1.) The floating aile-
rons were secured to aninterconnecting shaft supported
on bearings in the wing proper. They could be locked
on this shaft while deflected with respect to each other,
but free to move with respect to the remainder of the
wing. The aileronswere statically balanced about the
hinge axis at any of the three axis locations; namely,
10 per cent, 15 per cent, and 20 per cent of the chord
from the leading edge of the wing. (Fig. 1.) The
tests were made on ailerons of two different profiles,
the symmetrical N. A. C. A. 0010 and the Clark Y.
The ailerons were equipped with adjustable trailing-
edge flaps 20 per cent of the chord in width. As
shown on Figure 1, two types of end plates were used,
one trian=dar and the other circular.
The TV@ proper was constructed of laminated
mahogany to an accuracy of +0.005 inch. Metal
bearings were set into the ends of the wing to support
the &leron shaft. The ailerons were of composite
construction. The leading edge nose piece ahead of the
axis tias made of lead or brass. The rest was built up,
the ribs being of either mahogany or balsa wood and
the covering of either paper or balsa wood. The form
of the ailerons was not as accurately maintained as
that of the remainder of the wing, owing to slight warp-
age and loosonesa of the paper covering caused by
changing atmospheric conditions. The end plates
were made of Xc-inch sheet ahlminum.
TESTSAND RESULTS
All tests were made at a dynamic pressure of 16,37
pounds per square foot which corresponds to an air
speed of 80 miles per hour under standard atmospheric
conditions. The scale of all tests is the same, the
Reynolds Number being 609,000. ‘
Test to iind the effect of axis looation,-The first tests
were made to detino the effect of the three axis
locations. These tests were made on the wing with
the symmetrical floating tip ailerons. The flaps were
neutral and no end plates were used. The first tests
on these models consisted of measuring the six com-
ponents of aerodynamic forces and momenta and the
floating angles of the ailerons over an angle-of-attack
range from —10° to + 60°, with we ailerons floating
with respect to the wing and locked neutral with respect
to each other. These tests were made at both 0° and
–20° yaw. Force tests were next made with the aile-
rons deflected with respect to each other, over rm
angleaf-attack range from 0° to 40°.- The right aileron
was deflected up and the left down. The 0° yaw tests
were made with the ailerons deflected + 10°, + 20°,
and + 30°. At – 20° yaw the tests were made with
only one aileron setting, +200. This aileron deflection
is the mmimum necessary to give the assumed satis-
factory control, as determined from a numbm of
flight tests (this subject is more fully discussed further
on in this paper and in reference 1).
Under most conditions the ailerons floated satisfac-
torily; however, they fluttered violently at angles of
attack between 9° and 14° when pivoted at the 20 per
cent axis location and with the ailerons deflected + 20°.
The results of these tests are given in Tables I and





where S is the total wing area, bis the wingspan, and q
is the dynamic pressure. The coefficients as given
above are obtained directly from the balance and refer
to the wind (or tunnel) mxs. In special cma in tho
&action where the moments are used with reference
to the body axes the coefficients arenot primed. Thus,
the symbols for the rolling and yawing moment coeffi-
cients about the body axes are, respectively, CI and d..
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The rolling and yawing moments at 0° yaw with
ailerons deflected are the respective moments due to
ailerons alone. At 20° yaw with the ailerons neutral
the moments as given are due to yaw alone, but with
the ai.loronsdeflected they represent only the effect of
the ailerons. The floating angles of the left aileron
with respect to the chord of the model, designated 6AF,
are also included in these tables.
Rotation tests were also made on these three models
at both 0° and 20° yaw. First, free-autorotation tests
instability were determined. The deggee of the rolling
instability is expressed in terms of the coefficient
-AcL”—qbs
where x is the rolling moment due to the aqcmmetric
distribution of the load along the span when the wing
is rolling. The results of the free-autorotation tests
are given in Table HI and the results of the forced-
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were made at 0° yaw, in which the model was mounted
on the spindle, which was free to rotate. In these tests
the range of angles of attack at which rotary instability
occurred w-asdetermined and also the rate of rotation.
p’b
The rato of rotation is expressedby the ratio=; where
p’ is the rate of rotation in radians per second, bis the
span of wing, and Vis the veloci~ of air. Next, forced-
rotation tests were made at a constant rate of rotation,
with the model first at 0° and then 20° yaw. These
teats were made at a rate of rotation corresponding
p’b
— =0.05 which value, according to special Kight
‘0 2V
teats, approximates the maximum rate of rolling caused
by gusty air. (Reference 1.) In the forced-rotation
tests the range of angles of attack at which rolling
instability occurred and the intensity of the rolling
above are with respect to the wind axis, which come- “
sponda to the center line of the air stream.
From a comparison of the results of these tests with
the results of the teats on the wing with the standard
ailerons (reference 1) it was found that the C.max speed-
range ratio, and rate of climb of the wings with floating-
tip ailerons were much poorer. The control at high
angles of attack, however, was better for all cases with
floating tip ailerons. VTlththe ailerons hinged at the
15 per cent axis location the results were superior to
those at the other axis locations.
Tests to find the effect of end plates,-The effect of
end plates was determined by making a regular seriesof
force and rotation tests on the wing with the symmetri- .
ml tip ailerons hinged at the 15 per cent &s location,
fit with the triangular and then with the circular em-l
plates. (F@ 1.) The results of these tests are given
. . . — —- —-------. ... --- -.—--—- -
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in coefficient form in Tables V, VI, VU, and VIII.
The triangular end plates increased the maximum
lift slightly and decreased the minimum drag. They
80 I
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also improved the control at 20° yaw. The circular
end plates increased the ‘maximum lift, but also in-
creased the minimum drag, and improved the control
at 20° yaw somewhat more than the triangular end
plates. It was decided not ta co@inue the tests with
circuhr end plates, however, owing to the increase in
minimum drag.
Tests with aileron flaps deflected.-Preliminary tests
. with the idea of improving the lift and drag character-
isticswith both types of floating tip aileronswaremade
with the aileron flaps deflected up various amounts.
This flap deflection made the ailerons float at higher
angles of attack.
The tests were made b determine the masimum lift
and minimum drag coefficients only. Inasmuch as the
effect of the flaps on maximum lift was small, the flap
settings were in most of the caaes varied throughout n
sufficient range to find the highest value of the speod-
range criterion, CL&CDmln. The tests were made
with all three axis locations and both with and without
the triangukw end plates.
The results are given in Figures 2 and 3. With the
-etica.l tip ai.lerom (fig. 2) the maximum value of
the ratio CL~(&,n occurs in nearly all six tests Qt a
flap setting of about 2° up. Above this anglo of attack
m the flap angle increases, thisratio decreasea,although
the maximum lift continues to “increase very slightly.
With the flaps up 12°, however, the ailerons flutter
violently. With the Clark Y ailerons, Figure 3 shows
80 1.4
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that the highest ratio of maximum lift to minimum
drag occurs for all tests with the flap up about 11O.
Tests were also attempted with the ailerons defi-
nitely unbalanced statically, in order to make “them
float at a higher angle of attack and thus increaae the
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lift, but owing to excessive aileronflutter the tests could
not be completed.
Final tests with best flap settings,-J?insJ tests were
made with the bsst flap settings as found above, with
both sets of aileronsand all axis locations, both with
and without triangdar end plates. These tasta con-
sisted of complete force and rotation tasts with the
ailerons neutral, and complete force tests with ailerons
deflected + 10°, +20°, and +30°, all at both 0° and
20° yaw. The tast procedure and the angle-of-attack
range were the same as for the fit of the previously
listed teats. The symmetriwd tip ailerons with the
flaps up 2° fluttered violently when deflected + 20°,
from 9° to 14° angle of attack, when hinged at the 20
per cent axis location, both with and without the
trirmgularend plates.
The force-teat results with the symmetrical tip
ailerons with the flaps up 2° and without end plates
me given in Tablea IX and X. The rotation-test result-a
on the same models are given in Tablea XI tmd XII.
Likewise, the force and rotation test resul~ on the
same model with triangular end plates are given in
Tables XIII and XIV, and XV and XVI, respectively.
The results of the force and rotation tests on the wings
with the Clark Y tip ailerons with flaps up 11°, with
and without triangular end plates, are given in Tablea
Xm to Xxrv.
Results of one of the tests with the symmetrical tip
ailerons at the 15 per cent location, with flaps 0° and
no end plates, are shown in Figure 4 for ailerons
deflected + 20°. On the same figure, for comparison,
the results are also given from the tests with the
standard wing with 25 per cent chord by 40 per cent
semispan ordinary ailerons deflected + 25°. These
curves show the variation of tha coefficient of rolling
moment due to ailerons, for a given aileron deflection,
over an angle-of-attack range from 0° to 40°. A com-
parative study of the curves shows that the rolling
moment with the plain ailerons deflected + 25° is about
the same as the rolling moment with the floating tip
ailerons deflected + 20° up to 15° angle of attack.
Ab~ve this angle of attack the rolling moment drops
very rapidly for the ordinary plain ailerons, whereas
with the floating-tip ailerons the rolling moment in-
cremea b a mtium at 22° angle of attack. As the
angle of attack is increased above 22° the rolling
moment dedreasea,but not at a very rapid rate. The
curve for the tip-aileron rolling moments shown in this
figure is representative of al the tip ailerons tested.
Compound floating-tip tierons.-Teatswere alsotried
with the ailerons floating independently of each other
and controlled by varying the flap angle to obtain the
rolling moments. This aileron arrangement ia dtig-
nated compound $oating tip ail+mm. With the flap
set up 10° on one aileron and down 10° on the other a
rolling-moment coefficient of about 0.040 was obtained.
At higher flap settings the ailerons fluttered violently.
Since the abov~mentioned rolling-moment coefficient
was not considered satisfactory these task were not
continued.
Aomraoy.—The accuracy of the results given in this
report is the same as that obtained in Part I. (Refer-
ence 1.) It is considered satisfactory at all angles of
attack except in the burbled region between 20° and
25°. In this region the rolling and yawing moments
are relatively unreliable owing to the critical and often
l--,>* 20~100p.&Pce;t c by’20pe> ten>b/2,s ynrne fricol-fipoifercms,15Per!cent awns,flapsO; noend plofes. Ii
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unsymmetrical condition of the burbled airflow around
the wing. ‘
DISCUSSIONOF RESULTS
For a comparison of the different aileron effecti the
results of the tests are discussed in t8rrnsof criterions
which are explained in detail in reference 1 and brieily
in the following paragraphs. By use of these criterions
a comparison of the effect of the different ailerons on
the generil performance, the lateral controllability,
and the lateral stability may be easily made. The
results of the above tests in terms of the criterions are
given in Table XXV. The criterions for the following
aileron arrangements are included in the table for com-
parison: The wing with the 25 per cent chord by 40 per
cent semispsn ordinary ailerons, which is used as the
standard; and the wing with the 40 per cent chord by
30 per cent semispm ordinary ailerons rigged up 10°
when neutral, which is the best of the previously
teatmlfiilmons. .
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GSNER4L PERFORMANCE
Wing area required for desired lading speed,—Thf
criterion c.- is used to indicate the wing area re
quired for a given landing speed, or conversely, for th[
minimum kmding speed obtainable with a given wiq
mea. The coefficient as used herein is based on th[
entire wing area, including the ailerons. The use oj
this area in calculating the coefikients was considered
a fair basis for comparing floating tip ailerons W-itk
ordinary ailarone as the ailerons represent additional
structuredmight and SPSIL
A comparison of the maximum lift coefficients ob-
tained with the wings equipped with floating tip aile-
rons and the maximum lift coefficient of the standmd
wing with ordinaqp ailerons (Table XXV) shows that
the floating tip ailerons deoreased the maximum lift
coefficient by 10 to 15 per cent. The effects of the
changes in aileron arrangements were small. Mzri-
mum lift was increased by 3 to 6 par cent as the axis
of the ailerons was moved back from the 10 per cent
to the 20 per oent location. It was also improved
from 1 to 2 per cent by putting the flaps up 2° on the
symmetrical tip ademn. The triangular or circular
end plates increased the maximum lift from Oto 3 per
cent. Figures 2 and 3 show that the maximum lift
was increased stillhigher as the flap angle was inoreased
beyond the setting for the highest ratio of maximum
lift to minimum drag.
Speed range.-The critorionforspeedramge wastaken
as the ratio of the mminmm lift coefficient to the
minimum drag coefficient. Ii all cases with the floa&
ing tip ailerons the speed-rmge ratio is lower than for
the standard wing with ordinarg ailerons. (Table
XXV.) This lower value of the speed-range ratio is
due to both the decrease in maximum lift and the
increase in minimum drag with the floating tip aile-
rons. The minimum drag, which varies with the float-
ing angle of the ailerons, has the greater effect of the
two. With the wing-tip ailerons the floating angle of
the ailerons was different if me angle of attack of
minimum drag was approached fiwm a lower angle of
attack than if approached from a higher angle. The
value of minimum drag as obtained when the angle
of attack was decreased to the angle for minimum drag
was always the lower and is used in calculati~o the
speed-range ratio in eve~ case. This should be a fair
basis of comparison, beoause in fright tho low angle of
attack, or high speed, condition is always approached
from a high angle of attack, or low speed, condition.
The highest value of the speed-rsage ratio, which is
about 15 per cent lower than that for the standard
wing, was obtained with the symmetrical tip ailerons
hinged at the 15 per cent axis location, with the flaps
neutral and the triangular end plates in place. The
ratio was about the same with the symmetrical tip
ailerons with the flaps up 2°, without end plates for
both the 10 and the 15 per cent axis locations. The
value for the 20 per cent axis location was worse in
eve~ case than for the 10 and 15 per cent locations,
The ailerons with the Clark Y section gave results not
quite as good aa those obtained with the symmetrical
tip ailerons, other wnditions being the same,
Rate of dirnb.-The criterion for the rate of climb as
used in Table ~ is the ratio of lift to drag at a
lift coefficient of 0.70. None of the wings with tip
ailerons is M good as the standard wing with ordinary
ailerons in this respect. With either set of tip ailerons
at the 20 per cent axis with flaps up the best amount
and triangular end plates, the rate-of-climb criterion
is onIy 2 per cent less than for the standard wing,
The value of the criterion decreasea as the axis is
moved ahead to the’10 per cent position. The lowest
values are for the symmetrical tip ailerons with flaps
0° and no end plates, in which case the average value
for all three axis locations is about 20 per cent lower
than for the standard wing. The rate-ofdimb cri-
terion for the wing with the ordinary short, wide
ailerons rigged up 10° when neutral is about 10 per
cent higher than the best of the wings with the float-
ing-tip ailerons.
LATERWCONTROLLABILITY
Rolling criterion.-The ro?.lingcriterion UpOq Which
the wntrol effectiveness of eaoh of the aileron arrange-
ments is judged is a @e of merit that is designed to
be proportional to the initial acceleration of the wing
tip that follows a deflection of the ailerons from neu-
tral, regardless of the air speed or the plan form of the
wing. Expressed in wefficient form for a rectangular
monoplane wing the criterion is
~L
where Cl is the rolling-moment coefficient about the
body axis due to the ailerons. The numerical value
Df this expression that has been found to represent
satisfactory control conditions is approximately 0.076.
A more det.aded explanation of the derivation of R(Y
md of its more generil form which is applicable to any
wing plan form is given in reference 1.
The comparison of the ailerons on the basis of this
xiterion is given in Table XXV at four representative
mgles of atkk; namely, 0°, 10°, 20°, and 30°. The
)0 angle represents the high-speed attitude; a= 10°
:epresentsthe highest angle of attack at which entirely
satisfactory control with ordinary ailerons can be
maintained; a= 20° is the condition of grmtcat lateral
notability and is probably the greateat obtainable
mgle of attack in a steady glide with most preaenhdny
@lanes; and finally, a= 30° is given only for com-
mrison with wntrols for possible future types of
Lirplanes.
At 0° angle of attaok or at high speed all the floating
ip aiIerons give very high wdues of RC. They am
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like the standard plain ailerons in that at high speed
they give more control than is necessary.
At 10°, or the highest angle of attack at which the
standard ailerons give entirely satisfactory control
(and which is also the condition for which all ailerons
were dtigned to give the same control), the values of
RU for all floating tip ailerons fall within reasonable
limits of that for the standard wing with ordinary
ailerons, These ailerons may be arranged to give the
same value of RU at this angle of attack by simply
changing their maximum assumed deflection.
At a =20° none of the floating wing-tip ailerons
gives entirely satisfactory control. The values vary
from 67 to 87 per cent of the respective values at 10°
angle of attack. End plates have an adverse effect
on the control at this angle of attack for all tip aileroti.
All the floating tip ailerons give better control at
a= 20° than the standard ailerons. The values of
R(2 for the wing with the standard aileronswith equal
up-and-down aileron displacement, and for the wing
with short, wide ailerons rigged up 10° when neutral
nnd homing an extreme di.flerential movemwit, are
shown in Figure 5 along with a typical set of results
for the floating tip ailerons (symmetrical tips with
flaps 0°, 15 per cent axis location, and no end plates).
If, as seems hardly probable, it is desired b fly at
an angle of attack appreciably higher than 20°, floating
tip ailerons will give satisfactory control. At an angle
of attnck of 30° all the floating tip sderons give an
excess of control over that considered satisfactory,
whereas all ordinary ailerons fail almost completdy.
Lateral oontrol with sideslip,-11 a wing isyawed ap-
preciably a rolling moment is set up that tends to
raise the forward tip with a magnitude that is always
greater, at very high anglea of attack, than the avail-
able rolling moment due to ordinary ailerons. The
b.igheat amgle of attack at which the ailerons can
bnkmce the rolling moment due to 20° yaw is tabulatid
for all aileron arrangements as a criterion of control
with sideslip. As previously mentioned 20° yaw
represents the conditions in an average sideslip.
Referring again to Table XXV it may be seen that
without end plates the control against 20° sides.lipis
maintained up to about the same angle of attack (20°)
with any of the floating tip ailerons as with the
standard ordinary ailerons. With triangular end
plates the tip ailerons give slightly better control than
the standard ordinary ailercns, the critical anglebeing
from 3° to 6° higher. The wing with the ordinary
short, wide ailerons, rigged up 10° when neutral smd
having an extreme differential movement is still
better, however, having control against sideslip up to
rm angle of attack of 26°. With the circular end
plmtes the control is still better, being sufficient to
give control at all angles of attack.
149900-3~2
Yawing moment due to ailerons.-The desirableyaw-
ing moment due to ailerons depends to some extent
upon the type of airplanethat is being considered. For
highly maneuverable military or acrobatic machines,
complete independence of the controls as they affect
the turning moments about the various body axes is
no doubt a desirable feature. On the other hand, for
large transport airplanes or for machines to be oper-
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yawing moment of proper magnitude would be an
appreciable aid to safe flying at high angles of attack,
where the secondary rolling moment produced by the
resulting yawing motion of the airplane would help
the usually inadequate rolling moment of the ailerons
alone. Finally, it is obvious that a yawing moment
tending to turn the airplane out of its bank is never
desirable under ~y circnmstancw.
From an inspection of Table XXV it may be seen
that none of the wings with floating tip ailerons give
appreciable adverse yawing moments, and the ne@i-
—. —.—— — . . ..-AA--. -A.-=—————— ...-— — —d
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gible adverse yawing moments which do occur are at
the high-speed condition only. All the floating tip
ailerons give large favorable yawing moments about
the body axes at high angles of attack. At 10° angle
of attack the favorable yawing moment is about lM
times more t.hm can be obtained with an average
rudder, and at 20° angle of attack the ailerons give
about four times as much yawing moment as an aver-
age rudder. At all anglea of attack the yawing
moments about the wind axes are small, which explains
the small yawing moments about the body axes at
high speeds or low angles of attack where the two sets
oil axes tend to become the same. All wings with the
floating tip ailerons are superior to the standard wing
with plain ailerons in this respect. The yawing
moment coefficients about the body axis, CZ, with the
short, wide ailerons &ged up 10° and operated with
extreme differential movement are, however, about the
same as those with the floating tip ailerons.
LATERAL STARILITY
bgle of attaokabove which autorotationis self-start-
ing.-The fit criterion of lateral stability is the angle of
attack above which the airfoil will start to rotate if
mounted on a free shaft parallel to the jet axis. AU
the wings with floating tip ailerons are laterally stable
up to an angle of attack within 1° of 19° which is the
same as the standard wing with ordinary ailerons.
This angle is about 3° greater than the angle of attack
of mwinmrn lift.
Stability against rolling caused by gnsts.-This.is” a
more severe criterion than the preceding one. It rep-
resents the condition of maximum rolling due to gusty
air while attempting level flight. This rate of rolling
was found hm flight tests to correspond to approx-
“b= O05. (ll”efermce 1.) In all cties at 0°
‘mately 2T “
yaw the angle of initial instability in rolling at ~~
-0.05 is from 10 to 2° less than that at which auto-
rotation is self-starting. It is about the same as for
the wing with standard ailerons.
For 20° yaw and all cases without end plates the
wings, like the one with standard ailerons, were URJ
stable at angles of attack greabr than 9° to 110. The
triangular end plates increased thwe angles of attack
for initkd instabfity b from 12° ti 16°j the l~est
angleabeing obtained with the Clark Y aileronshinged
at the rearmost axis location.
The above criterion shows only the angle of initial
instability in rolling. Another criterion that shows
- the degree of the lateral instability is the maximum
unstable rolling moment while the ‘model is rolling,
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
CA. All the wingg showed unsymmetrical conditions
in the two directions of rotation. The highest vrdue
of unstable G in either direction of rotation is given
in Table XXV. The values of Ci at 0° yaw for the
wings with floating tip ailerons are about half as great
as for the standard wing with plain ailerons and about
the same as with the short, wide ailerons rigged up 10°
when neutral. At an angle of yaw of 20°, the mn.u-
mum values of CAwith the floating tip ailerons were
in all cases abo’ut one-third lower than with the ordi-
nary standard ailerons, and were sligjhtly lower than
with the ordinary short, wide ailerons rigged up 10°
when neutral.
CONTROII FORCE REQUIRED
In the tests herein reported the hinge moments were
not measured. When the best floating tip ailerons
have been found the hinge moments will be determined
if the ailerons are considered of sufficient interest. It
is, of course, evident that the hinge moments will be
less for the 20 per cent axis than for the 15 per cent
axis, and lW for the 15 per cent axis than for tho 10
per cent axis;
AILERON FLIJTTRR
At angles of attack above the stall all the flonting
tip ailerons showed slightly unsteady characteristics;
that is, they fluctuated as much as a degree, but not
at regular intervals. This fluctuation may have been
caused by sl&ghtmovements of the wing due to the
burbled air flow above the stall. With the symmetri-
cal tip ailerons hinged on the 20 per cent axis and the
flaps 0° or up 2°, both with and without the triangulm
end platea, there was a very violent flutter with the
ailerons deflected + 20°. This flutter occurred over on
angle-of-attack range from 9° to 14°. It had m
amplitude of 3° or 4° and was so violent that balance
readings could not be taken.
POSSIBILITY OF CONTROL OF FLAPS ON TIP AILERONS
If the flaps on the wing-tip ailerons were made to be
controllable in flight the general efficiency of the wings
with floating tip ailerons could be greatly improved.
The maximum lift coefficient could be increased by
mo~ the flaps up for the conditions of take-off and
landing. The rate of climb and the minimum drag
could likewise be improved by proper adjustment of
the aileron flap angle.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The general performance, including the wing area
required for a given minimum speed, the speed range,
and the rate of climb, was found to be definitely poorer
for the rectangular wings with floating tip ailerons
FLOAT~G TIP AILEIRONS
than with a wing having the same over-all dimensions
and ordinary ailerons.
2. With the flaps turned up a small amount the
floating tip ailerons of symmetrical section gave a
slightly higher maximum lift coefficient, speed-range
ratio, and climbing criterion.
3. None of the present floating tip ailerons on rec-
tangular wings gave entirely satisfactory rolling con-
trol just above the still (a= 200), but some gave within
20 per cent of the assumed satisfactory RC.
4, At an angle of attack of 20° the floating tip
aileronsgave greater control then the standard ailerons,
but 1sss than the short, wide ailerons rigged up 10°
when neutral and operated with an extreme differential
movement.
6. The wings with floating tip ailerons gave no
appreciable adveme yawing moments (body axis),
but gave large favorable ones at high angles of attack.
6. Instability in rolling was not as bad with the
floating tip ailerons as for the standard ailerons, but
was slightly worse at 0° yaw than with plain short,
wide ailerons rigged up 10° when neutral.
7. End plates had relatively small effects.
8. The diilerences between the results with the
symmetrical and the Clark Y tip ailerons, with the
flaps in each case turned up the optimum amount,
were small.
9. The tests indicated that the following aileron
arrangements are unsatisfactory lpxause of excwsive
flutter.
a. The ailerons of symme~cal section floating
at the 20 per cent axis location with flaps 0° or up
2°, either with or without end plates.
b. Ailerons unbalanced statically to improve
the general performance.
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c. Ailerons floating independautly and controlled
by flaps to give the desired rolling moments.
LANGLEY MB~ORUL AEROITAUTICAL IJAROUTORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIDLD, VA., Feln-uary18, 193%
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TABLE II
FORCETESTS. 10BY 60INCH CLARKY WING WITH SYMMETRICALTIP AILERONS 100 PER CENT C BY 20
PER CENT b/2
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TABLE IV
Y WING WITH SYMMETRICAL TIP AILERONS 100 PER CENT C BY
20 PER CENT b/2
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TABLE VI
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TABLE VIII
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TABLE IX
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c{
I
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.Oio –.-.-.. .073
au
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TABLE X
10 BY 60 INCH CLARK Y WING WITH SYMMETRICAL TIP AILERONS 100 PER CENT C BY 20
PER CENT b/2; FLAPS UP 2°
R. N.=609,000; VELOCITY=80 M. P. H.; YAW= –20°
a I -IN –5” I -3”0=’b“ m w 14” 1P IF 1P 2P 2? w w 40= SY Id
14 AIZEEONS FLOATING, NEUTRAL-10 PER CENT ASIB
~ ~,, ,$$ ,,,, :++ -S+:-,,-.00$ -,C I-.-.1-Llg -.CC
1,,1,,,,,,,1:
cl’ 20” . . . . . . ..- . . . . . . ..- --------
C.’ w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- --------
awl ------ mcsa 0.cm O.ctil O.m am --------------
a4~ w’ -------- ...---.-- . . ----
EIOHT AILERON UP-IJW9? AILERON IWWN
cf n& .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .—---- am ------- aom -------ao50 -------- am -------- am aoaa 0.039 o.m4 aan -------- ------
2; m“ ::::::::: ::::::::: 1:::::
–. Co5 -------- –. w -------- -w ------ -. y ------- –. y –. y -. y -._c –. m --.-.— -------
26” ------- SP ------- P -----–- ------- –w -----–. -...-–.
AILERONS FLOATING, NRUTRAL-iO PER OENT _
CL m -~ g
m
UtJg : N: W& II% cLT& l18& CLfg LOIS l-~ l-~ l-~ ql; I :g :$ CL% Owl ~g
.116
%’ w ;&o ;g -:0)1 -: g -: g –: %8 -: ~ –: ~ –. m –: $3J –: ~ –: g –: $%J –. 076 –. 040 -. m –. 1%cm, 00 .001
-. m
aAp P Ir w P -P –w –lr —14” –1.5= % –l&’ J?
. ml
–lW –w –w :$% 4? –w %
EIGHTAILEEO??~LEFl LILEEONDOWN
P
Cf 0 . . . . . . ..- . . . . . . ..- -------- 0.055 -------- ------- ––.-.- 0.w“ -------
c.’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- ------
am ------- am Q050 0.040 am 0.023 .–.-.– .–-..-.
ad? m=
.% .: . . ..-. -------- -------- –. q ;:------ –. ml ------- –.? –. y –. Ojg –. $ -. w ------- --------
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . . ------ - ---.-- -------- -. . . . . . . . . ..-. P -------- –l& .–.–– --------
TABLE Xt
tiOTATION TESTS. 10 BY 60 INGH CLARK Y WING WITH SYMMETRICAL TIP AILERONS }00 PER CENT C
BY 20 PER CENT b/2; FLAPS UP 2°
R. N.=609,000; VELOCITY=80 M. P. H.; YAW=OO
AIZERONS FLOATING AND NEUTRAL
Ci B gfvon for fomxd rotation at ~-03% (+) afdfns rotation, (–) daroplw mtntfow ~J Valu m for fiw antomtatton
a I IY U= 14” I& w 19” 20’ Zl” w 23” ~oi=+= ~p++’ ‘
Iolmrmntasfs
{




q -o.02a -am -II 018 -a o]a
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-a ml .:.._- a 014 ------- 0.018 ---–-- ------- –0. ola -----– ------ ------ -o. 0)9 -am
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(--Loo fC0lln. ~b
–. 019 –. 017 –. 016 –. Ola -. 0)7 ------- –. 029 ------- .m ..-.--- --.---- .W4 ------ ------------- -.034 –. w
2
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TESTS. 10 BY 60 INCH CLARK Y WING WITH SYMMETRICAL TIP AILERONS
BY 20 PER CENT b/2;FLAPS UP 2°
R. N.=609,000; VELOCITY=60 M. P. H.; YAW= –20°.
AILERONS FLOATING AND NEUTRAL
Gk@-fmf&mbtimat#ti.W, (+).@ mtitim,(-)ti@gmktim . ~
I 15P?rcentaxis
I mP6TWnt8xi9
FORCE TESTS. 10 BY 60 INCH CLARK Y WING WITH SYMMETRICAL TIP AILERONS 100 PER CENT C
BY 20 PER CENT bi2;FLAPS UP 2°, TRIANGULAR END PLATES
R. N.=609,000; VELOCITY=80 M. P. H.; YAW=OO,_
I 1~’t AILERONS FLOAT~G, NEUTRAL-10 PER OENT ti I
I E14mTAILEmmUP-ml-r AILEBoxDOWN .:
II 1 I I
,
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I AILERONS FLOATING, NEUTRAL-16 PER OENT AXIS I
1’ mom AnERmz ~ AILERONmm-
‘Fcl’ 10” ___-l___ ---––CL’ ;$ !L-_J----- ..––.. yg ~::::- am4 –––.- acm –.-.-.. am2 --..-.– a 019 : ~; _c g _a ~ _a ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ml –––.. .ma -------- m -----.-- .ml8AF -------- —.-—-- ——---- 11” ––.–. –3” .-.-.–. –P -------- –W ----–– –m . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .-13” -14” :19” :28” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .cl’ “ ..--. –.. —-.–— ------0 .m9 -------- .m7 -------- ml -------- .m ..–-.– .069 .Om -------- . . . . . . . . .% m“ :::::::: Z:z: :::1: .m -------- .ma -------w -------- .m --------P -_––- .m –––.- .ma :_~ –:_~3“ .-.–.-. r –.-–.- -.:.. -. ma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .–3” –m” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-Cl’ ,-------- ---_---- —-—_- .m --.–— .m’ .-..-.– .am .- . . ..-. .0i7 ..–.-.. .07?2 .m2 . ml::; /=:= ;:::;:: !1::: “$ :----: “~ ~--~ -~ ;:::-:: ~ ---- -~ --g -.y -:5 --~ ::::=: ::;;;:;::.mz --------
I AILERONS FLOATING, NEUTRAL-20 PER CENT AXIS I
CL o“ -’w’ a m
II-
~~ am am ag4g L 045 L m L15S I L 1~ L 140 L@3 asw a7m a643 ams am2 o.m
cD o“ .046 .ml :~ .’24 .Wz .076 .Om . 10J .lm .146 . ml . Ml .m .W6 .4W .652 .712 ,843
61P o“ 21” 16” –% 9“ –1” -0” –8” –lo” –w -la” –la” —16” –16” –17” -’23” -m” 46” -44”
.—
.
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TABLE XIV
FORCE TESTS. 10 BY 60 INCH CLARK Y WING WITH SYMMETRICAL TIP AILERONS ‘1OO PER CENT C BY
20 PER CENT b/2; FLAPS UP 2“, TRIANGULAR END PLATES
R. N.=609,000; VELOCITY=80 M. P. H.; YAW= —20°
.—
a -lV -P –r 0“ e I@ P I 14”m 1P lPZV’W 25” w 4r m co”.—
84 AILERONS FLOATING NEUTIKL-10 PER OENT H
$ -a 286 :~ llg ~ a%t
2D
0.. a 7U ~g am am :g 0.97-3 0.848 0.7es c.. am! 0.018 :% 0.490
-; g –: $zJ –: $j f –:% -: g –: K –: g –: ~fi –; g
.147 . 15s . le7
c{ o“ “ml “m
c.’
-: Z -: ~ -: ~ –: yJ –: 07v –:% , –: & –: g –: g
0“1 ~ ~L
8A? ‘1
P ‘P –v 4’$ –15” –m –w –w –2P –m –w –33” –w ; –4P -6P –04”
—-. —
EIGHT AILERON UP-LKFT AlIZE02? EOWN
c< Z& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- -------- O.CM . ..-..-. 0.046 .-.----- O.oso --------
m . . . . . . . . . -------- -------- .~ ------- –. Cg ~z-::: .@3+:----
a 0i7 -------- Llg _a X7 acel 0.043 &m ----.-– –-----
2P m . . . . . . ..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . w -------
.W5 ..-.–-. ._q –._x$ –. w ------- -------
.—, ---- –P -------- -4” “—3” –P ------- -.–.-.-,
EIOET LILEEON UP-LEFI MLEEON DOWN
‘ w --------- --------- -------- o.~ -------- 0.M -------- o.of4 -------- 0.048--------.~ 0.on o.~ o-~ o.~ ------ -------
% w --------- --------- -------- .Wo ..-.---- .m --------
8AF w . . . . . . . . . --------- --------
.034 .---.--- .OM --------
210 -------- 6’ --------
._K# –._~ –._c –._ll –. m –––.. .--.–.-,
P -------- –Y -------- -w -------- . . . . . . . .
AILERONS FLOATING, NEUTRAL-21 PER CENT AXIS
P –O. 246 0.048 0.IEJ3 o-~ 11~ LIE y?.eJ a= awo 1.018
2 m .m .ma
L m4 LW 0.933 :; :% 0.618 0.E$3 am
@ –: E –: g –: $sJ –: ~ –. m5 –. 016 –. W3 -. m2 –: #
;5 m .$ .cC
–: g –; g –: # –: g7 –: g –. 048 -: % –: E –: E
aA~ & P 6“ 3“ -% .% :s –14” –14” –1P –Ir –KP –8P ~$? *m :% :%
amm AnxaOx ~QT -EON DOWN
cl’ w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- -------- O-@m-------
i
c.’ ‘m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . ------- –. OJ.j;_- . . . .
0.060 -------- a.ma -------- O.&&s. . ------ CLOM
.036 -------
a cm 0.064 am am .-.-..– . . . . . . . . .
6AV m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --------
.ca5 ------- .Im3 -------- ._y –y-# –._m& –.CC –. m –.-.–. -------
.. ----- P -.... -.. Y . . . ----- –!P -------- –l@ -------- ---------
TABLE XV
ROTATION ‘I?EST S. 10 BY 60 INCH CLARK Y WING ~TH SYMMETRICAL TIP ~LERONS 100 PER CENT C BY
20 PER CENT 2)/2; WITH FLAPS UP 2°, TRIANGULAR END PLATES
R. N.=609,000; VELOCITY=80 M. P. H.; YAW=OO
AILEEON8 FLOATING AND NRUTRAJJ
10per amt axk
(+;-ddfon (olook- 6
-0.021 -a Ols -0.017 –O. 018 am ------- 0.018 ------ amz
%’ -------- ‘------ -------- ‘------- “m alm “m alw .216
{
(-Se@M~ f??
–. 019 –. o18 –. 016 –. 014 –. 0)7 ------- –- fOl ------- .W3
ST
-------- -------- -------- ..-. —-- --- —--- ------- .224 -.m . 1E3‘:’x“ ‘m ‘m‘-m-a CC9------ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -a ow –a 037a234 ------- . ------- -------------------- ------– ---------. lls a 114 ------ a OJO--.---- a39 ------ –--.–-
151mcontaxi9
{
(+;kyauon (dock pb -a 021 -a 018 -a 017 -a 013 am ------- a om ------- aam ------- ------- -a 010 ------- --.--– ------- –a IX9 –a 007
9;V
-------- -------- -------- -------- . 13S a’ K33 .L5B aw9 .22.5 aim ------ ..–.-.- ------- --.---- ------- –-.–– ––.--..
{%
(–~~z (mlmtom ~
–. 020 –. 017 –. 016 –. 013 –. m ------- –. am ------- m ------- ------- .0)7 -...-– . . . . . . . ------- –. 006 –. W5
9
-------; ‘-------i:------‘ --‘-------‘ -“w“m“1*
.109a HI -.--.-- aam ---–-- area ––--.. --------
.
2op3rcmtds
~ G:’l~‘:::~~f~~-=1=-‘:‘;:-‘;‘;‘i;;-=k=4-4=‘_-:-~~awz -----– a 016 ------- a 019 ------- ----- -0.011 -------------------- -a m –a we.223 –.-.-. -------------- –..–. -.... - ------- -------- . ..-.––
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TABLE XVI
ROTATION TESTS. 10 BY 60 INCH CLARK Y WING WITH SYMMETRICAL TIP AILERONS 100 PER CENT C BY
20 PER CENT b/2;FLAPS UP 2°, TRIANGULAR END PLATES
R. N.=1609,000; VELOCITY=60 M. P. H.; YAW= –20°
AILERONS FLOATING AND NEUTRAL
I I a I CP I 12” I 14” I I@ I w I m I 2PI ~o I S&I 4P I
I 10 IX cant axf9 I
[3i%&[---------) - -------------- a I -a 011 i -0.001 am–. a34 aon aom I ao42 aos7 _y~ _: ~–. a37 –. 041 -.646 –. m –. w a Ols–. 073 -.036
I 15w cantaxk I
[ZI%&w-’-—-$-”-l~)---–---–--–––– 2 –_: &2 I –a w 1 O.WI am–. 034 I am am-. m -. M awl a646 ~O&–.am a017–. W -.039 –. O@ -, ma
Kiwcantds
—
[--] Ro$tbnpxm tedmkww --------- C& –_: g –acre <. I 0.033 I 0.017 acmth CJOd=W ---------------- –. m I aom ao57 am–.w a010–.040 –.w -. on -. w -. MS -.034
TABLE XVII
FORCE TESTS. 10 BY 60 INCH CLARK Y ~N~_~TH_C~K_Y TIP AILERONS 100 PER CENT o BY 20 PER
CENT b/2;FLAPS UP 11°
R. N.=609,000; VELOCITY= 60 M. P. H.; YAW=OO
a –10” –P –? o“ I 6° 10” w 14” 1P 1P lW m“ w ..35” w 40” m“ 60” I
Ian AILERONS FLOATING. NEUTRAL-10 PER OENT AXIS I
EIGHT AILEEOM -LEFT AJLEEON DOWN
cl’ 10” ----.---- -----–– --––– I - Ic.’ aa34 ----- ao37 –-—. aum .- . . .._ o.ml’ .-.–.-. 0.030 aC&4 _ag o.03s amIIF .-----.- --–.–-- ---.---- .W1 ------– .0a3 ------- .C04 -------- .CB24 -------- .W3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6.4F UF -------- . ..----– ------- v -—–– -4” --.–.– –P . . . . . . . . -..$$ –. W7–l& -------- –11” -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-13” :lP -w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Ct m . ..––.. –.... -.. -------c.’ $ .070 ---- .077 –..-— .On .-..-.–.W1 ------ .07a .–.--– .076.m -–-–– .074 .045 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .---.—— —------- —.---— .~ ;–.–– .y ;–.-.– ~x# .49 –:_$ -;.8AF m ------ --.--.–- -------- 21” ----- P .–-–– -:’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .—-. — —.-. —cl’ m ------- .–.-.–. ------ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. m –.-—- . lm ..––– . m3 -------C%’ w -------- -–---–- -----– –.2 ;------ .l# ------ .W3 ------- .097 ..–-..- .m6 .WJ .101.m ..-.–– .% .% –. ml . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-: ~air w –--—– --------- ------– -—-- w –.-–.- -: $% -------- . . . . . . . . .—- 16” –.-–– P –v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AILERONS FLOATING, NEUTRAL-1.5 PER OENT _
o“ -a .Xt3 11~ :% :% a~ :~ ama
% @ .044,




w lm –P –r –U” -15” .% –l@ –w –W –w –m” –w -21” % :% –w -51”
Emm AILEEOM~ AILERoN DOWN
I - 1 - 1
c{ KP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -----.– Llg ~:::: o.a37 .._---- aom ----- :~ ;::::– aow aom _: ~ _: g am
c.’ W .–...–. . . . . . . ..- .–.---- .4LlJ ------
ahr
.W3 -.-..-–
. . . . ..-. . . . . . . . . .
10” --------- . . . . . . ..- -------- v -—–.- –7- -.... -..
-:. ;::::.-. . . . . . . . . .
—-—- –v ..__z % .%’ -14” –w
Cf m .–---.– . . . . . . . . . ..-–.-
. . . . . . . . . . . .
c.’ w -------- --------- ..––.-
. on .—–.- .076 ––--.. .on ------- .076 ..-.––
.m -------
.076 .073
.m ––.-.. .MM ------- .y .:1::1 .Cfy
.047 . . . . ---- . . . . . . . . .
._l –;?
a~ W ..----.– --------- .–..-– w ------ KP –––.. ‘P -------
-.;. –. m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
–w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cf “ ------- ------- -.-..-– . lm –.-.-.. .635 .-.–-.. .6S3 -------- ml ––--.. .073 :% } .U71 .am .m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,
c.’ —------- —------ —.-— –. m .-.-.–. . all ----- .m --------
a~, .-.––.. -------- ------ w .–—– 27 -—-–
.om –––.. .m .? -. y –. 031 -L- -------- . . . . . . . . .
W -------. 16’ –.-–.- 13” –1” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AILEROh’S FLOATING, NEUTRAL-m PER OENT AXIS I
EIQE7 AILEEON -LEFT AJLERor? DOWN
I Ic{ w –.-_J___ –.–.– LIZ ;ll: CLg ~11: 0.037 -------- ‘ 0.037 . ------- aoaa aamc.’ lm –.-.––’ -------- ---_.- .0R2 ..––.-aA~ UY -.–.-.-–..---– ------ . ax -------- .m -:.v –––– –8’ ––.-.. –P ------- –6-= -------- –lWc{ w -.––.-:----- -------- .071 –-––- .07a –---–- .C74 –.-.-– .075 .-..-.– .076 .aw2; 1% :::::::::::::1 11:7 --% :::::: % ::11: -Y ::::::: % ::::1:: “Y %c{ !Z@ —.---;---–. --------T .103 .—--– .asa -.––– .Cs3 .–..-– .C@4 ..-.–.- .072 .067a?; W 1:::::: :1::::;: ::::::: –. g ;:::: . WI —--- .m ..–.--. . c1): ;.-.–- .W1 .?a“ ––.–- 17- .--.-.– —--- Ir aam–-1$.078-._c#.WI-. m& am–.-.–.$To.a24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .–.-. ;:::: . . . . . . . . . . . . :. . . . . . . . . . . ..047 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :–. cm .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !-!il” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Ws . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘–-.l$ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I 1 I I
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TABLE XVIII
FORCE TESTS. 10 BY 60 INCH CLARK Y WING WITH CLARK Y TIP AILERONS 100 PER CENT C BY 20 PER
CENT b/2;FLAPS UP 11°
R. N. =609,000; VELOCITY =80 M. P. H.; YAW= –20°
a –10” I –6” –3” o“ 6° 10” w I 14” I 16” 1P la” m“ W 2a” 3)” 40” m“ w
ak AITERONS FLOATING, NEUTRAL-10 PER OENT =
I
Cf 20” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-–.-..
‘y‘:::::50--------4280aw -------- aon -.-.–.. 0.071 i.- am ------- 0.03s am aois am am --–--– ---------a.’ 20” . . . . . . . . . . ------- -------- –. ml -------- m -------- – ml -------- – m –._y –. ~ –._l. –. ma .-––– --------8AP m“ -- .. .. .. .-.------ -------- 32” -------- –la” .-––.- .–.-–.-
AILERONS FLOATING, NEUTRAL-16 PER OENT K?ZS
I
EIOET AILEEON UP-L.WI AILEEON DOWN I
Cf m“ . . . . . . . . . -------- -------- 0.070 . . ..–-. 0.071 -------- 0. m l__ am -------- am O.om 0.W4 O.m CL027–––.. ---------
C“’ m“ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ----- –. m ------- . –. ml -------- –. ml ------- –. m ––.-.- –. 0$ –. m$ –. W$ –._y –. m ------- ---------
8d~ m“ . . . . . . . . . -------- -------- 2s” -------- lW .- . . ..-. 6“ –.-–.- 6“ ------- –11” -.––– ..–.-–.
AILERONS FLOATING, NEUTRAL-m PER OENT AXIS
m~~ ‘$ a~;~:~ ~f ~~ ~f ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~ :~ ~~” ‘~ ‘~
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